
PLOT SYNOPSIS
Book, Music and Lyrics by 

Lionel Bart

TIME PERIOD: Early 1800s   PLACE: London

CAST OF CHARACTERS: in order of appearance

Oliver Twist

Fagin

Mrs. CorneyMr. Bumble Mr. Sowerberry Mrs. Sowerberry

Noah Dodger Charley Bates

Nipper Bill Sikes BetNancy Mrs. Bedwin

Mr. Brownlow Dr. Grimwig Old Sally

Charlotte



ACT 1

SCENE 1: The Workhouse, Early Evening
A woman stumbles onto stage, quickly giving birth 
before passing away. The orphans living in the 
workhouse lament their constant hunger. 
Song: “Food, Glorious Food” LISTEN

Oliver asks for more food and gets reprimanded 
by Mr. Bumble, Mrs. Corney, their workers, and the 
other children. Song: “Oliver!” LISTEN

Watch For: A storm, actors in the aisle, a chase, 
loud yelling

SCENE 2: The Workhouse Parlor, Later
Mr. Bumble and Mrs. Corney discuss the scene that 
Oliver just caused. Mr. Bumble kisses Mrs. Corney, 
and she responds with a kiss before debating 
whether or not to start a relationship with him. 
Song: “I Shall Scream!” LISTEN

They are interrupted, and then Mr. Bumble walks the 
streets with Oliver, attempting to sell him.
Song: “Boy For Sale” LISTEN

Watch For: Loud yelling

SCENE 3: The Undertaker’s 
Mr. Bumble and Oliver make it to Mr. Sowerberry’s 
coffin shop. Mr. Sowberry calls to his wife, and they 
discuss buying Oliver. They eventually decide he’d 
be good for business and buy him. 
Song: “That’s Your Funeral” LISTEN

They give Oliver a small bit of food and leave him to 
sleep. Oliver wishes he had someone in his life to 
show him love. Song: “Where Is Love?” LISTEN

Watch For: An actor in a coffin

SCENE 4: The Undertaker’s, Next Morning 
Oliver opens the door for Noah, who he discovers 
is his boss. Charlotte enters, and she and Noah 
flirt shamelessly. Charlotte leaves and Noah bullies 
Oliver about his mother. Oliver attacks Noah, and 
the Sowerberrys and Charlotte enter and pull them 
apart. Mr. Bumble is called and claims they over-fed 
Oliver. Oliver escapes.

Watch For: Loud knocking on the door, a fight, 
yelling and loud noises

SCENE 5: Paddington Green, A Week Later
Oliver sits on a bench and meets the Artful Dodger. 
Dodger asks him if he’d want to live with Mr. Fagin, 
and Oliver is hesitant. Dodger insists he should 
consider himself family, as they meet more of 
Dodger’s friends. The group walks through town, 
where Dodger and his friends pull antics on the 
townspeople. We transition to Fagin’s lair, meeting 
Nipper as she sweeps. 
Song: “Consider Yourself” LISTEN

Watch For: Actors in the audience

SCENE 6: The Thieves’ Kitchen, Later
Oliver is introduced to Mr. Fagin. Fagin and his gang 
explain how they pickpocket in town, teaching Oliver 
as well. 
Song: “You’ve Got to Pick a Pocket or Two” LISTEN

The gang and Oliver go to bed, and Bill Sikes enters 
to sell stolen goods to Fagin. After Bill leaves, Fagin 
puts the pearls in his jewel box. Oliver wakes up and 
startles Fagin. Nancy and Bet enter, and they wake 
the rest of the children to celebrate the small things 
they have. Song: “It’s a Fine Life” LISTEN 

The ladies meet Oliver, and, with the kids, they show 
Oliver how they make fun of the rich townspeople. 
Song: “I’d Do Anything” LISTEN

Nancy and Bet leave, and the gang gets ready for a 
day of pick-pocketing. 
Song: “Be Back Soon” LISTEN

Watch For: Loud yelling

SCENE 7: The Street
Oliver and Dodger walk in the street market, and 
Dodger encourages him to pickpocket Mr. Brownlow. 
Mr. Brownlow sees Oliver, and he gets chased 
around the streets before getting caught. 

Watch For: Loud noises and yelling, a chase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YD-rK42rgWY&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28uUWQhoTHI&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndGAoNc8okY&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_EQnPoKzLo&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Itzvg7YVPI&index=5&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdJdhFUSRak&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MIUEGnzzs0&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-E6jSmCFKE&index=9&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kc7rd3JZet0&index=13&list=PL8f_ACV3dM08HksBWxZJsH8jNq-t8ajCh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mowz1CH_wI8&list=PL8f_ACV3dM08HksBWxZJsH8jNq-t8ajCh&index=14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CwOOZiIkag&list=PL8f_ACV3dM08HksBWxZJsH8jNq-t8ajCh&index=15


ACT 2 

SCENE 1: The Three Cripples Pub, The Following 
Evening
Nancy and other customers drink in the bar. A 
customer asks Nancy to entertain them, and she 
obliges, getting everyone involved. 
Song: “Oom-Pah-Pah” LISTEN

Bill Sikes enters and scares the others, then kisses 
Nancy. Song: “My Name” LISTEN

Dodger runs in and grabs Fagin, explaining that 
Oliver was taken while they were out working. They 
worry that Oliver will tell their secrets, and Fagin tells 
Nancy she should steal him back. At her refusal, Bill 
slaps her. The men leave, and Nancy explains why 
she’d never leave Bill.
Song: “As Long As He Needs Me” LISTEN

Watch For: Loud yelling, actors in the audience, 
a slap

SCENE 2: The Brownlow’s, Two Weeks Later
Oliver happily looks below to street vendors trying to 
sell their goods. Song: “Where is Love (Reprise)” 
             
Dr. Grimwig enters, and Oliver proclaims how much 
better he feels. Oliver and Mrs. Bedwin exit, and Mr. 
Brownlow discusses how he feels he knows Oliver. 
Oliver enters, and Dr. Grimwig offers for him to 
return Mr. Brownlow’s borrowed books to the shop. 
After looking at a portrait of his daughter, Oliver 
exits with the books and money, and Mr. Brownlow 
exclaims that Oliver looks like his daughter. Oliver 
enters town and is amazed by all the vendors. Nancy 
and Bill enter and capture Oliver.
Song: “Who Will Buy?” LISTEN

Watch For: Actors in the audience, loud voices, 
a kidnapping

SCENE 3: The Thieves’ Kitchen, Later
Fagin steals Oliver’s books and money. Bill fights 
Fagin for his portion, then they threaten Oliver and 
ask what he’s told others about them. Nancy tries 
to stand up for Oliver but gets hit. Nancy, Fagin, and 
Bill fight. Song: “It’s a Fine Life (Reprise)” LISTEN

Fagin debates on his next move.
Song: “Reviewing the Situation” LISTEN

Watch For: Loud voices, a slap

SCENE 4: The Workhouse, A Few Days Later
Mr. Bumble complains about Mrs. Corney, and an 
argument between them ensues. An old woman 
enters, and she reveals that Oliver comes from 
wealth before she passes. Mr. Bumble and Mrs. 
Corney decide to find Oliver to make more money off 
of him. Song: “Oliver! (Reprise)” LISTEN

Watch For: Loud yelling, a death

SCENE 5: The Brownlow’s, Later
Mr. Bumble and Mrs. Corney visit Mr. Brownlow 
and reveal that they initially owned Oliver but sold 
him, which angers Mr. Brownlow. Mr. Bumble and 
Mrs. Corney are thrown out as Nancy arrives. Nancy 
warns Mr. Brownlow that Oliver is in danger and tells 
them to meet her at the bridge that night to save 
him. After leaving, Nancy repeats that she will not 
betray Bill, even though she needs to save Oliver.
Song: “As Long As He Needs Me (Reprise)” 
LISTEN

SCENE 6: London Bridge, Midnight
Nancy and Oliver wait for Mr. Brownlow, but Bill finds 
them. After arguing, Bill kills Nancy and takes Oliver. 
Mr. Brownlow and Bet find Nancy’s body, and Bet 
exclaims to the cops that she’s sure Bill killed her 
and that he’d be found at Fagin’s. At Fagin’s, Bill 
and Fagin argue and tell the gang to run before the 
cops arrive. However, Dodger gets arrested. Fagin 
tries to retrieve his jewel box as Bill makes a run for 
it. Bill is killed by the police in the process, allowing 
Oliver to be reunited with Mr. Brownlow. Fagin 
discusses the possibility of starting anew.
Song: “Reviewing the Situation (Reprise)”
LISTEN 

Watch For: A fight, two murders, two whistles, a 
gun, actors in the aisle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlxixSV3hgU&list=PL8f_ACV3dM08HksBWxZJsH8jNq-t8ajCh&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-wToPEwtMI&index=18&list=PL8f_ACV3dM08HksBWxZJsH8jNq-t8ajCh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kJuhgaq9j0&index=14&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5xwWAzhXUE&index=16&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LxhqNpl8XQ&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YXOO9ZBXkE&index=18&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApELR8S8M74&index=19&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-jO0ZYU7zM&index=20&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nU1p7kmy9RA&index=22&list=PLB9C350B50A1288A8

